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GLOBAL EQUITIES 
 

Global Equity Indices Country Close Previous Month’s 

Close (Sept) 
Return 

DOW Jones Industrial Average 

(DJIA) 
USA 35819.55 33843.33 5.83% 

NASDAQ USA 15850.47 14448.60 9.70% 

S&P 500 USA 4596.42 4359.46 5.43% 

FTSE 100 UK 7237.57 7086.42 2.13% 

DAX GERMANY 15688.67 15260.69 2.80% 

CAC 40 FRANCE 6830.34 6520.01 4.75% 

NIKKEI 225 JAPAN 28892.69 29452.66 -1.90% 

HANG SENG HONG KONG 25377.24 23666 7.23% 

SHANGHAI SE COMPOSITE CHINA 3547.34 3568.17 -0.58% 

KOSPI SOUTH KOREA 2970.68 3068.82 -3.19% 

 

GLOBAL COMMODITIES 
 

Global Commodities and 

Index 
Exchange Close Previous Month’s 

Close (Sept) 
Return 

CRB Index Commodity Index 237.70 228.92 3.83% 

GOLD COMEX 1783.90 1757 1.53% 

SILVER COMEX 23.94 22.04 8.62% 

WTI CRUDE NYMEX 83.57 75.03          11.38% 

BRENT CRUDE ICE 84.38 78.52 7.46% 

NATURAL GAS NYMEX 5.42 5.86 -7.50% 

COPPER COMEX 4.36 4.08 6.86% 

ALUMINIUM COMEX 2716.50 2849.75 -4.67% 
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FOREX MARKET 
 

MAJOR CURRENCY PAIR Exchange Close Previous Month’s 

Close (Sept) 
Return 

USDINR NSE 74.92 74.27 0.87% 
 

EURINR NSE 86.57 85.77 0.93% 

GBPINR NSE 102.55 100.08 2.46% 

JPYINR NSE 65.68 66.50 -1.24% 

EURUSD NSE 1.1557 1.1573 -0.13% 

GBPUSD NSE 1.3673 1.3467 1.52% 

USDJPY NSE 113.94 111.46 2.22% 

 

 

DOMESTIC MARKET PERFORMANCE 
 

Equity Indices Exchange Close Previous Month’s 

Close (Sept) 
Return 

NIFTY NSE 17671.65 17618.15 0.30% 

SENSEX BSE 59306.93 59126.36 0.30% 

NIFTY MIDCAP 100 NSE 30469.55 30384 0.28% 

NIFTY SMALL CAP 100 NSE 10766.85 10890 -1.31% 

 

 

SECTOR WATCH 
 

SECTORAL INDICES Exchange Close Previous Month’s 

Close (Sept) 
Return 

NIFTYBANK NSE 39115.60 37425.10 4.51% 

IT NSE 34408.75 35028 -1.76% 

FINANCIAL SERVICES NSE 18792.85 18303.80 2.67% 

AUTO NSE 11297.45 10598.45 6.59% 

METAL NSE 5563.40 5611.25 -0.85% 

PHARMA NSE 13879.35 14466.50 -3.93% 

PSU BANK NSE 2825.15 2483.05 13.77% 

MEDIA NSE 2246 2138.30 05.03% 

REALTY NSE 498.70 513.80 -2.93% 
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Nifty in the previous month touched its all time high levels of 18604 and saw a sharp fall in the last week owing to 
profit booking and continuous selling by FII. This type of market behavior is not new and we have seen this is in 
past too where markets become overbought, they tend to move back to its mean.  
 
On Monthly closing basis, Nifty has formed a shooting star candlestick pattern. A shooting star occurs after an 
advance and indicates the price could start falling. Traders typically wait to see what the next candle does 
following a shooting star. If the price declines during the next period they may sell & if the price rises after a 
shooting star, the formation may have been a false signal or the candle is marking a potential resistance area 
around the price range of the candle. 
 
Immediate supports are placed at 17540-17640 levels & resistance area is near 17950-18050. If index manages to 
cross 18050, we may see northward journey till 18200 levels and on the downside, if it breaches 17540 then we 
can see 17200 levels soon. Index is trading well above all moving averages but price has breached the lower band 
of the channel which is a sign of concern moving ahead. 
 
This has been the Sixth month in a row where nifty has clocked gains. On the indicator front, RSI is at 80 levels 
which mean that there is still room for correction and traders/investors must not consider going aggressively long. 
MACD is still showing no signs of weakness whereas ADX is still trending upwards which indicates that the 
strength of the trend is still intact. So overall indicators are giving mixed signals but price action is king. 
 

NIFTY MONTHLY CHART 
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Bonanza Portfolio Ltd operates under the regulation of SEBI Regn No. INH100001666 
 

Disclaimer: 
This research report has been published by Bonanza portfolio Ltd and is meant solely for use by the recipient and is not for circulation. This 

document is for information purposes only and information / opinions / views are not meant to serve as a professional investment guide for the 

readers. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that information given at the time believed to be fair and correct and opinions based thereupon 

are reasonable, due to the nature of research it cannot be warranted or represented that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied 
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should not be taken as the only base for any market transaction; however this data is representation of one of the support document among other 
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observe, any such restrictions. The revelation of interest statements integrated in this analysis are provided exclusively to improve & enhance the 

transparency and should not be treated as endorsement of the views expressed in the analysis. The price and value of the investments referred to 

in this report and the income from them may go down as well as up. Bonanza portfolio Ltd or its directors, employees, affiliates or representatives 

do not assume any responsibility for, or warrant the accuracy, completeness, adequacy and reliability of such information / opinions / views. While 

due care has been taken to ensure that the disclosures and opinions given are fair and reasonable, none of the directors, employees, affiliates or 
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account of differences in, personal judgment and difference in time horizons for which recommendations are made. Research entity has not been 
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